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Abstract: With the rising demand for energy efficiency, displacement-controlled or so-called
pump-controlled systems have become an attractive research topic for applications in construction
machinery and other off-road vehicles. Pump-controlled systems can be implemented with
electro-hydrostatic actuators as electro-hydraulic zones, which are located next to the end actuator
as a replacement for the traditional valve-controlled hydraulic actuation systems. In this paper
a 9-tonne class excavator is utilized as a study case. A mathematical model of the conventional
machine, validated with tests carried out on both the excavator and the single hydraulic components,
was previously developed within the Simcenter AMESim© environment. This mathematical model
was modified with electric components for simulating a zonal hydraulics excavator and compared
with a conventional load sensing (LS) machine. The energy efficiencies of both the LS circuit
and the new solution were evaluated for typical duty cycles, pointing out the obtainable energy
efficiency improvements, which were mainly due to the absence of the directional valves and pressure
compensators. The results also point out the effect of the pipe losses when the circuit layout requires
the pipe for connecting the pump with the actuator; moreover, the effect of a diesel engine downsizing
on the energy saving was evaluated.

Keywords: excavator; electro-hydrostatic actuator; load sensing; energy saving; pump-controlled
systems; zonal hydraulics

1. Introduction

The strengthening of air-quality regulations and combustion engine emission limits in off-road
mobile machinery has pushed researchers to investigate new energy saving solutions and efficiency
improvement in general. Various research groups have already conducted investigations of the
hybridization of architectures in order to improve the efficiency of the entire powertrain system or
drivetrain. In this well-established area of research, the authors in [1,2] demonstrate the ways to
improve the efficiency of hydraulic systems by the application of novel system solutions and the
adaption of energy recovery. The most widely adapted approach is the harvesting of potential and/or
kinetic energy. The harvesting of potential energy from the lowering boom motion or kinetic energy
from the turning of the swing drive are state-of-the-art examples for excavator application (for details
refer to [3–6]). Overall, the proposed approaches can be divided based on the utilized form of energy
storage: electric (battery, supercapacitor, etc.) or hydraulic. The balance between the price of the
utilized components and the efficiency becomes a key selection factor for any vehicle or off-road mobile
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machinery applications [7]. Due to the costs of the components, many researchers have turned to
exploring the combination and improvement of all the systems and subsystems of the machine.

Currently, interests in replacing traditional valve-controlled hydraulic actuation systems [8]
with pump-controlled or displacement-controlled electro-hydrostatics is growing in many areas
of applications such as aeronautics [9,10], ground [11], undersea vehicles [12], and robotics [13]
applications. For instance, the concept of distributed or zonal hydraulics instead of centralized
hydraulics is originated from the aeronautics with concept of a “more electric aircraft (MEA)” [9].
One of the realizations of zonal hydraulics can be implemented with electro-hydrostatic actuator
(EHA) systems, which offer compactness and high efficiency, in addition to plug-and-play installations.
Numerous references describe the advantages and disadvantages of EHA compared to valve-controlled
conventional hydraulic systems. For instance, in [14] a hydraulic circuit utilizing two valves to
compensate for the differential flow of asymmetrical actuators demonstrated superior improvement of
efficiency when compared to a load-sensing (LS) circuit. The hydraulic power delivered by the pump
in the proposed circuit was about 23% of the power required by a LS circuit.

In [15], the authors proposed six different self-contained drive architectures with self-locking
features, which were directly controlled by pump. The power losses and energy recovery potentials
were analyzed for the proposed architectures, and the results were compared with a conventional
valve-controlled hydraulic drive architecture. Another electro-hydraulic self-contained asymmetrical
cylinder drive with passive load-holding capability was proposed in [16]. Padovani et al. reported on
a single-boom crane system implementation, in which the position tracking error remained within ±2
mm and which showed a total efficiency of about 60% during actuation motion.

An actuator directly driven by a linear pump was proposed in [17] for distributed actuation in an
airplane. The proposed solution omits the needs of valves to balance flow in the asymmetrical cylinder.

Takahashi et al. in [18] proposed an EHA system for double-acting single rod cylinder system for
landing gear. This concept has been adopted not only in the aerospace field, but several studies for
implementation of EHA for ground vehicles have also recently been completed; for instance, in [19] the
authors present a literature review including the concepts based on variable-displacement hydraulic
pumps and variable-speed electric drives, and throughout comparison analysis of the advantages of
each drive class. Authors in [19] spotted a trend towards the novel system architectures based on
electrical prime movers stepping away from diesel engines. The ability of pump-controlled drives to
harvest energy and to share power afterwards between multiple actuators adds a new role in future
designs of hydraulically actuated multi-linked applications. According to [20], excavators as a complex
multi-linked construction machinery, are contribution up to 60% of the CO2 emissions produced by
construction machinery. Subsequently, the cut in greenhouse gases production by excavators can lead
to a significant reduction in the world CO2 emission level. Work by Aalto university research group
in [21,22] demonstrated that an EHA-type system enables up to 50% reduction in energy consumption
compared to conventional low-cost Load Sensing valve-controlled system. This work was conducted
with 1-tonne excavator test case.

The primary goal of this study is to demonstrate the advantage of zonal hydraulics on a 9-tonne
excavator. More specifically, in this paper such an architecture will be compared to conventional LS
hydraulics implemented on the same machine. The zonal hydraulics is realized with direct driven
hydraulics (DDH).

The research activity presented in this paper is based on simulations carried out with an excavator
mathematical model developed in an AMESim© environment. The excavator model is based on a
lumped parameter approach that, in the hydraulic version, includes the following models: diesel engine,
pump, directional flow control valves, hydraulic lines and kinematics of the front equipment. The
standard LS excavator model was validated with experimental activities carried out on the excavator
and on the single components, with the engine fuel consumption and many parameters measured
during typical duty cycles. Other modelling approaches that can be found in literature [23–27] focus
on more detailed aspects, while the followed approach permits the simulation of the components
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with computational run times suitable for circuit simulations [28]. The validated mathematical model
of the standard hydraulic excavator [29–37] was modified and used for investigating new layout
configurations based on zonal hydraulics.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a standard/conventional
hydraulic excavator mathematical model is presented. Section 3 describes the validation experimental
activities with standard/conventional excavator. The results of a solution based on zonal hydraulics
are described in Section 4. Section 5 presents the comparison results obtained with the standard LS
and DDH model. The conclusion and final remarks are presented in Section 6.

2. Standard Hydraulic Excavator Mathematical Model

The 9-tonne hydraulic excavator in standard version is equipped with a 46 kW diesel engine
(internal combustion engine (ICE)), the hydraulic circuit is a traditional Load sensing system, with a
flow sharing directional valve and axial piston pumps. The attachment boom, arm, bucket and swing
have been modelled. The ISO scheme of system layout of standard excavator, with the installed sensors
for testing, is illustrated in Figure 1.

The mathematical model implemented is based on a lumped parameter approach and the main
assumptions considered are listed below: constant tank pressure; fluid inertial effects in pipes are
neglected; mechanical bodies are considered as rigid; mechanical joints have one degree of freedom;
friction in revolute pairs are neglected. The mathematical model was developed using the AMESim®

software; following a short description of the main features of the implemented sub-models is reported.
For a detailed explanation refer to our earlier publication [34].

2.1. Pump Model

Two pumps are installed in the system. The pilot pump is an external gear unit that feeds the
pilot hydraulic circuit, for this pump the simulations were carried out assuming the overall efficiency
constant. The pump that feeds the main hydraulic circuit is an axial piston pump, the displacement is
controlled by the pressure compensator (PC), the flow compensator (FC) and the torque limiter (TL).
The pump is simulated with a gray box model composed by the combination of white box models for
its regulators (PC, FC and TL) and a black box model of the pump flow characteristic. The model was
already presented in detail and verified in [29,37], and the volumetric and hydro-mechanical efficiency
maps were experimentally defined.

2.2. LS Flow Sharing Valve Block Model

The main valve of is a LS flow sharing valve block and its ISO scheme is represented in Figure 1.
The valves permit control of the velocity of the movements, since each post-compensator maintains
a constant pressure drop across the corresponding metering area, and the LS pressure is conveyed
through the valve to the pump. Moreover, even when the main pump reaches the saturation condition,
the same pressure drop is maintained in all sections (flow sharing).

The mathematical model is based on a lumped parameter approach, and it has been validated
in [31,37] with the comparison between the simulation and experimental results obtained during
laboratory tests carried at the University of Parma, Italy. The LS flow sharing valve block model has
been developed in the AMESim © environment.

2.3. Hydraulic Cylinder Model

The hydraulic cylinders are double acting single-rod cylinders. The model is based on the scheme
reported in Figure 2. The modelling approach considers the following assumptions: external cylinder
leakages are neglected; the cylinder is considered rigid; to simplify the model the linear friction model
includes the friction in in revolute pairs [37].
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Figure 1. Standard excavator hydraulic circuit with installed sensors for testing [34]. 
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rod side, respectively. Applying the continuity equation and fluid state equation, the pressures rise 
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B
VP
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(
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dt
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B
VR
·

(
−QR + QLi + AR·
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dt

)
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The leakages flow rate is defined by Equation (3):

QLi =
π·dP·(rC)

3

12·µ·lc
·(pP − pR) (3)

The force exerted by the actuator, FHC, is calculated considering both the pressure and frictional
forces, FF, in Equation (4). While the frictional force is defined by Equation (5), where the Coulomb
friction force, FC, and the viscous friction coefficient, kV, were defined according to experimental results
in [28]:

FHC = (AP·pP −AR·pR) − FF, (4)

FF = sign
( .
x
)(

FC + kV·
.
x
)
. (5)

2.4. Turret Motor Model

The fixed displacement motor for rotating the turret is considered in the present study. The
mathematical model is based on filling and emptying equations [34]. The computation of the real
exerted torque hydro-mechanical efficiency is considered; when the hydraulic machine works as a
pump, i.e,. during the turret decelerations, the hydro-mechanical efficiency is properly accounted [38].
The motors for the tracks have not been considered.

2.5. Hydraulic Pipe Losses Model

The pressure losses in the hydraulic pipes were computed considering the laminar flow based
on the results obtained during the experimental tests. The tests were conducted measuring the fluid
pressure at the beginning of the pipes (close to the directional valves) and at the end of the pipes (close
to the linear actuators). The model computes the losses considering a simple pipe, for each line, with
equivalent diameter that reproduces the measured losses. The average length of the pipes is 5 m for
the boom, 7 m for the arm and 8 m for the bucket, while the pipe internal equivalent diameter is 10 mm
for boom and arm, and 8 mm for the bucket. The pipe pressure losses ∆PLi were calculated according
to Equation (6). The parameter kL was experimentally defined for each ith hydraulic line of interest.

∆PLi = kLi ·Qi. (6)
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2.6. Excavator Kinematic Model

The model of the front equipment and turret was developed to consider actual forces and torques
on the respective hydraulic actuators [33,37]. This model remains the same for the DDH solutions
presented in this paper.

2.6.1. Front Equipment

The front equipment model is made of the boom, arm and bucket, assumed as rigid bodies linked
together by revolute pairs and linear actuators. The behavior of these bodies was completely defined
by introducing the following parameters, defined with the aid of the 3D CAD model of the linkage:
mass; center of gravity; moment of inertia of the body relative to an axis passing through the center of
gravity; position of joints.

Using linear spring stiffness and damping coefficient, the forces (Fx, Fy) exchanged between two
bodies in revolute joints are calculated with Equation (7) and Equation (8):

Fx = kx·(x2 − x1) + bx·
( .
x2 −

.
x1

)
, (7)

Fy = ky·(y2 − y1) + by·
( .
y2 −

.
y1

)
, (8)

where (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) are the pivot joint coordinates relative to body 1 and 2. The masses of boom
and arm incorporate the masses of the cylinder actuators. The centrifugal forces and the Coriolis forces
acting on the bodies when the turret rotates have been neglected.

2.6.2. Turret

The turret has been modelled assuming a constant inertia, a constant position of the front
equipment has been fixed, both Coulomb friction and viscous friction terms are considered. The
dynamic equilibrium of the turret is defined by Equation (9):

Tt = It·
..
ϑ+ bt·

.
ϑ+ TCt. (9)

Experimental tests have permitted to define the viscous and Coulomb coefficient, fast and slow
rotation cycles were carried out.

2.7. Internal Combustion Engine Model

The ICE model developed calculates the instantaneous engine fuel consumption from an engine
map as a function of torque and engine speed, as shown in Figure 3. The model includes the engine
regulator behavior during operations, implementing the map reported in Figure 4, where the target
rotational speed is reduced by a coefficient when the torque increases.

The engine map includes data from the manufacturer and data experimentally obtained.
To collect data concerning torque, speed and fuel consumption the engine was loaded changing

the pump output pressure. The torque supplied by the engine to the pump was calculated knowing
the pump efficiency map [32,34].
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3. Standard Excavator—Experimental Study

An extended experimental study was carried out to validate the mathematical model of the
standard hydraulic excavator.

The pump and valve tests were directly performed on a test rig, as reported in [31–33], while to
validate the hydraulic circuit tests were carried out on the excavator that was instrumented as shown
in Figure 1; for more details refer to [33,34].

With reference to Figure 1, where the installed sensors are indicated, the main variables measured
were: pump delivery flow rate (Qp); pump outlet pressure (p1); actuators pressures (p5 ÷ p22); turret
angular velocity (ns); hydraulic actuators linear positions (y1 ÷ y3); valves main spool positions (LVDT1
÷ LVDT6).

The experimental study carried out permitted to set the valves discharge coefficients and hydraulic
line pressure drop characteristic; for the actuators and turret characterization (friction coefficients) fast
and slow single movements were executed. Further detail about the experimental setup can be found
in [34].

The working cycles adopted for the fuel consumption evaluation is based on the JCMAS
standard [39]. To reduce the driver stochastic influence on the measurements each working cycle test
considered by JCMAS was repeated a sufficient number of times in order to minimize the operator
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stochastic influence on the mean fuel consumption. The mean fuel consumption and the combined
standard uncertainty including the instrument uncertainty (UIN) and the influence of the driver on fuel
consumption (sm f ), were defined for each working cycle with a 95% confidence level, Equation (10).

UC95 = 2·
(
sm f

2 + UIN
2
) 1

2 (10)

To evaluate the fuel consumption prediction of the model, experimental data and simulation
results are expressed as a percentage differences, Table 1 shows differences that are in the range of the
standard uncertainty.

Table 1. Results comparison.

Working Cycle UC95 [%]
mfSIM−mfEXP

mfEXP
[%]

Trench Digging ±3.6 −0.3
Grading ±8.0 −1.8

The modelling results are within the combined uncertainty limits experimentally defined in [28].
Starting from the described excavator mathematical model, a new model developing DDH solution
has been studied; many components like diesel engine, front equipment, actuators and pipes (when
considered) remain unchanged.

4. Zonal Hydraulics—DDH Solutions

A solution based on zonal hydraulics has been modelled and the results have been compared with
the standard LS circuit results. In Figure 5 a scheme of system layout is reported: the main components
are two hydraulic pump/motor units at constant displacement both connected to an electric machine, a
hydraulic accumulator, two anti-shock and anti-cavitation valves and two on/off valves.
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The same scheme is used for all subsystems of the front equipment, except for the hydraulic
accumulator connection. The hydraulic accumulator has been added for compensating the uneven
flow required by a differential cylinder [19,40,41].

The accumulator has been connected to the cylinder side with lower average pressure during
the duty cycle considered. For the boom cylinder the piston side presents the lower average pressure
value respect to the piston side, while for the arm and cylinder, the accumulator has been placed on
the piston side. For these cylinders, analyzing the cylinder pressure during the duty cycle emerges
that the average pressure is lower on the piston side, because of the higher surface of piston respect
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the annular surface of the piston on the rod side. About the turret, a simple electric motor has been
considered instead of the hydraulic motor, Figure 5. The tracks have not been considered. The DDH
solution permits to remove the directional valves and the main variable displacement pump. The
Diesel engine is now connected to a generator that supplies the energy to the electric motors.

The DDH mathematical model has been developed in the AMESim environment modifying the
mathematical model of the standard hydraulic excavator, in this way the models of the front equipment,
turret, pipe and actuators previously validated. The cylinder models remain the same as for standard
configuration of excavator also for the DDH solutions, as shortly reported in previous sections, remain
suitable for the new model based on the proposed DDH solution. This section is focused on the new
components added to the circuit.

The pumps/motors are external gear machines modelled considering the volumetric and
hydro-mechanical efficiency as a function of speed and working pressure based on standard library
provided in AMESim© environment. A simple map-based model has been considered for the
simulation, which is obtained from previous experimental study.

Focusing on a single subsystem, the sizing of the pump/motors has been performed considering
the actual displacement of the double acting actuator, the ratio piston/rod displacement must be not
too far from the ratio between the displacement of the hydraulic machine connected to the piston side
and the rod side. The difference between these ratios should be less than 2% [40,41]. Considering the
internal leakages of each component a flow rate compensation must be adopted, for this reason, the
scheme presents a hydraulic accumulator connected to the actuator to balance this flow difference.

The pressure time derivative inside the hydraulic accumulator volume is calculated considering
an adiabatic gas transformation Equation (11):

dpACC

dt
= γ·

pACC

Vgas
·

.
mACC

ρ(pACC)
(11)

The pump/motor machine permits to recover energy during the overrunning load, the connected
electric machine can work as generator. Two on/off valves have been installed to maintain the position of
the actuator when not used, obviously, these valves must be simultaneously activated and deactivated.
The pressure losses due to the passage through these valves have been considered. Note: utilized
valves are from standard library of AMESim ©.

4.1. Operator Model

The operator mathematical model can reproduce the duty cycle proposed by the JCMAS
standard [39].

In the standard model, in order to reproduce the desired duty cycles, the actuator position is
compared with the target position and a suitable spool position of the directional valve is defined. In
the studied DDH solutions the position of the actuator depends on the delivered flow rates that are a
function of the pump speed, this latter controlled by the electric motor. The required actuator position
and the actual position define an error that is managed by a PI controller to set the electric motor speed,
Figure 6.
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The turret is directly moved by an electric motor. The simulation of the energy required by the
turret is necessary when the digging cycle is considered. During the turret rotation the inertia of the
turret has been calculated considering the front equipment in a fixed position.

4.2. Electric Components

The electric circuit is composed of three electric motors/generators, battery and the main generator
connected to the diesel engine. The model was developed in AMESim© environment.

The electric motor/generator model can reproduce the working conditions in all four quadrants of
the torque-speed map.

A particular working condition the electric motor speed is set to zero, because the actuator velocity
must be zero. In this case the on/off valves are closed, therefore the pressure inside the pump between
valves and pump/motor remain high. The electric machine must supply torque to the hydraulic
machine for keeping the speed equal zero. Utilized AMESim© electric machine model permits to
operate in motoring and generator mode and harvest potential energy if there are any.

In Table 2 the main simulated features of the electric motors are reported, all motors are the same
for all subsystems.

Table 2. Electric components and their main parameters.

Component Parameter Value

Electric motor Voltage [V] 400
Max speed [r/min] 4000

Moment of inertia [kg/m2] 0.049

Generator Min speed [r/min] 1000
Rated speed [r/min] 2200

Voltage [V] 400

Battery Specific Energy [Wh/kg] 130
Specific power [W/kg] 2000

Power [kW] 50
Mass [kg] 25

In Table 2 are also reported the main features of the generator connected to the diesel engine.

4.3. Battery

This paper is not focused on the performance of the battery that is simply simulated as an ideal
storage system without considering its dynamic behavior, ageing problems, thermal effects and so on.
The storage system is essential to permit energy recovery during phases with overrunning loads. From
the literature [42], a suitable Li-Ion battery could have the main features reported in Table 2. During
simulations, it is important that the state of charge of the battery (SOC) remains always between the
30% and 80% [42]; the proper sizing of the battery permits to respect these conditions.

5. Results

This section presents the results obtained with the standard LS and DDH model to compare their
performance. About the DDH solution, two configurations have been considered. A first configuration
(DDH pipe) considers the presence of the same pipes adopted for the standard solution, being the
electro-hydraulic cylinder drives placed on the turret, in order to introduce minimal modifications to
the standard layout. The second configuration (DDH) considers the electro-hydraulic units directly
connected to the cylinders for reducing the pipes losses, but it will involve a reduction of the payload
capacity. In the following diagrams, the first solution is identified with the added term “pipe” in
the legends. A further configuration considers an ICE downsizing for evaluating the impact on fuel
consumption. A downsizing of the diesel engine is possible because of the presence of the battery
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that permits to limit the power peaks required to the ICE during the duty cycles, and in more efficient
solutions, DDH without pipes, the maximum power request is anyway reduced.

In Figure 7, the response to the digging duty cycle imposed to the front equipment actuators are
represented. According to the Figures, all models, the standard LS and the two DDH, are able to follow
the duty cycles without significant difference in respect to the reference one. Therefore, these results
permit a reliable fuel consumption comparison between the LS and DDH architecture. Figure 8 reports
the operation sequence of the front implement during the digging cycle and the relative positions of
cylinders during the cycle. The cycle consists of digging a bucket of earth, the bucket opening and
discharging, and going back to the initial position as displayed in Figure 8. Note: The swinging motion
is excluded in this investigation, due to the focus on the front attachment of the excavator. Figure 8 is
obtained from the AMESim© environment.
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In Figure 9, the mechanical power required by the pump for the LS system and by the generator
for DDH solutions is reported during a digging cycle. It is evident that the maximum mechanical
power is always reduced in the case of DDH solutions; moreover, for DDH without pipes the power
peak is limited to 26 kW instead of 37 kW. The lower power request will permit the investigation of a
reduction of the diesel engine size.Actuators 2020, 9, 39 12 of 19 
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Figures 10–12 report the electric motor power curves relatively to the actuation of boom, arm and
bucket, respectively. In both cases of arm and bucket duty cycle the power is always positive, while for
the boom case the power becomes negative during the last phase because of the overrunning load.
Both the DDH and the DDH with pipes have been considered. The curves referring to the DDH with
pipes always shows higher values in respect to the case without pipes, confirming the negative effects
of the pipe losses. The pipe losses associated to the bucket are the most relevant, mainly because of the
length/diameter ratio of the used pipes that is twice the ratio of the pipes used for the boom. Figure 13
reports the boom actuator piston side pressure during the digging cycle for the case of the DDH with
pipes. The pump pressure is also reported and the differences between them are due to the pressure
losses through the pipe. Such a diagram points out the negative effect of the pressure drop due to the
losses through the pipes.
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The main target of the simulations is to compare the energy required by the LS circuit and the
DDH circuits.

In Table 3, the comparison is focused on the mechanical energy required by the pumps. In more
detail, the values represent the energy required by the main pump of the LS solution, while for the
DDH solution the indicated values are the sum of the energy required by all pumps involved during
the considered duty cycle. From the results obtained it is evident that DDH solutions present a strong
reduction of the required mechanical energy, because of the absence of the directional valves and
pressure compensators. In Table 4 the comparison is referred to the diesel engine fuel consumption, in
this case, the efficiency map of the engine is considered. The differences are significant but present
lower values in terms of fuel saving percentage with respect to the mechanical energy saving. The
reason is the effect of the engine efficiency map that presents different values depending on the load
(torque) values. Thanks to the reduced power required, the diesel engines’ average load is lower
with respect to the traditional LS case; unfortunately, as it is well known, at lower loads the engine
features lower efficiency. A significant improvement can be obtained by reducing the engine size (cases
identified with DS in the table), in this way the engine works at average loads closer to the maximum
engine load where the efficiency reaches the higher values.

In Table 5, the mechanical energy supplied by the diesel engine is reported; obviously, the LS value
is equal to the value reported in Table 4, being the diesel engine directly connected to the pump. For
DDH solutions the l engine is connected to the generator that feeds the electric motors, the differences
between Tables 3 and 5 are due to the efficiency considered for the electric components.

Table 3. Mechanical energy supplied to the pumps.

Solutions
Mechanical Energy

(kJ/Cycle)
Mechanical Energy Saving

(%)

Digging Grading Digging Grading

LS 393.6 72.1 / /
DDH with pipes 185.3 15.7 −54.0 −78.3

DDH without pipes 96.2 12.2 −75.5 −83.1

Table 4. Diesel engine fuel consumption.

Solutions
Fuel Consumption

(g/Cycle)
Fuel Saving

(%)

Digging Grading Digging Grading

LS 34.5 10.5 / /
DDH with pipes 28.2 8.6 −18.2 −18.2

DDH without pipes 24.1 8.6 −30.1 −19.7
DDH (DS) with pipes 23.8 7.3 −31.1 −31.0

DDH (DS) without pipes 17.0 5.9 −50.8 −43.6

Table 5. Mechanical energy supplied by diesel engine (for DDH solutions the diesel engine is connected
to the generator).

Solutions
Mechanical Energy

(kJ/Cycle)
Mechanical Energy Saving

(%)

Digging Grading Digging Grading

LS 393.6 72.1 / /
DDH with pipes 245.8 26.9 −37.5 −62.8

DDH without pipes 148.5 23.0 −62.3 −68.1
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In Figures 14–16, the Sankey diagrams representing the energy distribution through the systems
analyzed are reported; these diagrams allow the understanding of the losses distribution. In the
standard configuration (Figure 14), the main losses are due to the valve block, while for the DDH
solution with pipes (Figure 16)—the more efficient solution—the losses through the pipes become more
relevant (27.7%) and similar to the losses generated by hydraulic motor/pump and electric machines.Actuators 2020, 9, 39 15 of 19 
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6. Discussion

The presented work concentrated on analyzing the possible improvements in a 9-tonne excavator
with the application of zonal hydraulics realized with DDH.

The results are based on simulations carried out in an AMESim© environment with a validated
excavator mathematical model based on a standard LS system as reference. Two DDH configurations
were considered: the first one with pipes, leaving the pumps in the turret, and a second one without
pipes, assuming the location of the pumps close to the cylinders.

The distributions of the losses (Sankey diagrams) for the system components of the DDH system
(with pipes and without pipes) and conventional LS system were determined for a 9-tonne excavator.
It was shown that location of DDH (in particular, lengths of the pipes) affects the mechanical energy
requirements by 65% of the studied excavator due to increase of friction losses. This highlights that
circuit layout should be carefully considered as it is affecting efficiency and overall system consumption.
Realization of zonal hydraulics does not bring full advantages if location and optimization is not taken
in account. It is important to notice that the drawback of the proposed zonal hydraulics solution
(identical to any electrification/hybridization) is the overall costs. Since each DDH unit requires energy
source (external (battery, supercapacitor + battery) or generated locally), electric servo drive, hydraulic
accumulator (balance uneven flow and/or replacement for tank), and fixed displacement pump/motors.
However, demonstrated advantages illustrated in this paper compensate this drawback.

The energy efficiency of both the LS circuit and the new solution was evaluated for typical duty
cycles. Simulations were performed using JCMAS digging cycle. As JCMAC standard regulates,
digging cycles were performed without payloads. This brings simplification to this study, as actual
digging cycles do not have penetration into the earth pile. This was excluded due to the complexity of
the terra-mechanical interaction and consequent forces.

The developed mathematical model has permitted to quantify the energy saving for the DDH
solution investigated and to identify the sources of losses. This work has demonstrated the potential of
the application of zonal hydraulics to the 9-tonne excavator, as a scale-up compared to our previous
study [22]. Future steps, in order to improve the actual mathematical model, are to develop an electric
motor model within the Simcenter AMESim© environment, and in experimental validation of the
proposed concept with a 1-tonne micro-excavator as the most affordable scale for testing. Further
solutions will be investigated for compensating the uneven flow requirements for the differential
cylinder application.

7. Conclusions

In this paper an investigation of the implementation of zonal hydraulics with direct driven
hydraulics (DDH) for a 9-tonne excavator is presented. The results are based on simulations carried out
with a validated excavator mathematical model based on a standard LS system assumed as reference.
Two DDH configurations were considered: the first one with pipes, leaving the pumps in the turret,
and a second one without pipes, assuming the placing of the pumps close to the cylinders. The
mathematical model has permitted to quantify the energy saving for each solution investigated and to
identify the sources of losses.

The absence of the directional valves, with their pressure compensators, has strongly reduced the
hydraulic losses; in this case, it clearly emerges that the pipes losses become relevant. Therefore, a
DDH solution should be developed by locating the pumps as close as possible to the cylinders.

In both the DDH analyzed solutions the mechanical power presents the lower maximum values,
and this result permits us to reduce the displacement of the diesel engine, with the main advantages of
increasing the efficiency and reducing the engine mass/size, partially compensating for the presence of
electric components.
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Nomenclature

Abbreviation Definition

BSFC Brake Specific Fuel Consumption
DS ICE downsizing

DDH Direct Driven Hydraulics
ICE Internal Combustion Engine

JCMAS Japan Construction Machinery Association Standard
LS Load Sensing

Symbol Definition Unit

B Fluid Bulk Modulus (Pa)
bt Turret Viscous Friction Coefficient (N·m/(rad/s))

bx, by Contact Damping Coefficient (N/(m/s))
dp Actuator Piston Diameter (m)
ey Actuator Position Error (m)
It Turret Moment of Inertia (kg·m2)]

kx, ky Contact Stiffness Coefficient (N/m)
p Pressure (Pa)
Q Flow Rate (m3/s)

sm f Standard Deviation of the Mean (kg)
UIN Instrument Uncertainty (kg)
UC95 Combined Standard Uncertainty (kg)

Tt Torque turret (N·m)
TCt Turret Coulomb Friction Torque (N·m)

T Hydraulic Machine Torque (N·m)
V Volume (m3)
ϑ Angular Position (rad)
µ Fluid Dynamic Viscosity (Pa·s)
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